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Learning

https://www.lib.purdue.edu/gis

- Purdue GIS Courses
- Workshop
- ESRI Virtual Campus
- GIS Books
Data

https://www.lib.purdue.edu/gis

- Data LibGuide: http://guides.lib.purdue.edu/GIS

- Data Portal: coming soon!
Database

https://www.lib.purdue.edu/gis

- **SimplyMap**: demographic, business and marketing data (2008-current).
- **Reference USA**: U.S. and Canada business, U.S. jobs, healthcare, consumers, lifestyle
- **Statistical Datasets**: 17 varied subjects in different research areas
Research

https://www.lib.purdue.edu/gis

- Purdue Data Gallery
- Educational Server
Research

https://www.lib.purdue.edu/gis

- Purdue Data Gallery
- Educational Server and database
Moving Forward

GIS in Active Learning Center
Moving Forward
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